Astrology Services
Prices
Natal chart
Transits & Progressions
Evolutionary(nodal analysis)
Goddess Archetype reading

$150 (1 hr)
$150 (1 hr)
$150 (1 hr)
$150 (3/4 hr)

Potential Areas for
Growth are:


Self-understanding &
self-validation



Learning to love and respect
oneself through developing self
esteem & assertiveness



Understanding life purpose



Determining strengths and
aligning them to potential
vocations or careers



Understanding the current energy
changes and life cycles being
experienced



Dealing with relationship issues,
by recognizing the energy being
integrated through diversity,
between family members



Identifying with archetypes and
myths from ancestral line and past
lives, along with the resulting
lessons for this life



Connecting with Goddess energy



Personality and Characteristics
for Babies



Identifying supportive energy for
future activities



And much more!

Baby birth chart, written profile
creative layout (great gift!)
$155

Personal Goddess Sheet

$50

Date, location and time of birth required 10 days in
advance of reading. All readings include recording.

Rectification

$120

Qualifications


Practitioner’s Diploma from the Federation
of Australian Astrologers (FAA)



Member of the Professional Association of
Astrologers (APA)



Certificate IV in Workplace Assessment &
Training



Level 2 in Evolutionary Astrology (Steven
Forrest)

Sara decodes the unique emotional patterns in
your life, enabling you to become at home
inside yourself and find your special place in
the world. She is able to draw on wisdom from
multi-faceted knowledge of esoteric systems:
astrology, tarot, myth, goddess energy, the
tree of life, numerology, palmistry and hand
analysis. This enables a richer understanding,
as each tool reinforces your life design through
a slightly different lens.

Artwork courtesy of Ciro Marchetti
html://www.ciromarchetti.com/zodiac

Like Sara’s facebook page to receive daily updates
on the energy from the star connections in the sky

https://www.facebook.com/lifespiritconnections

LEARN MORE ABOUT:

Astrology

PH: 0412 235 935
11 Clover Place, Carrum Downs, 3201
sara@lifespiritconnections.com.au
www.lifespiritconnections.com.au

What is Astrology?
Astrology works on the concept that what
happens in the sky above, provides energy
to be used in our lives down on Earth. “As
Above – So Below”. We have free will to use
that energy in the manner we decide. If we
are unconscious of it’s existence we will tend
to experience it as fate or destiny in the form
of external events and relationships
happening to us.
However when we are
conscious of what is coming, we can use the
energy to optimize our experiences and
integrate our lessons, enhancing our
individuation or self-developmental journey to
enlightenment.
It is only when we know
what changes need to be made, but resist
making them, through fear, or wishing to
hang onto our current circumstances, that
the stress comes out more physically as
dis-ease or injury in our bodies.
You can find computer generated charts and
reports available free of charge or for a minimal charge, on the internet, or at New Age
Expos and festivals from a myriad of other
sources. In these the position of each point
or planetary body in your chart will be described, along with each individual
connection it makes with another planet. These
points are dealt with in
isolation, whereas
in an interactive
consultation with a
professional astrologer, your chart is examined as a complete entity and the various aspects and characteristics are combined together to describe your potential the way it
exists as an integrated being. Around one hour

needs to be allowed for most astrology consultations, they take the form of a two-way discussion .

This will be recorded and burnt onto a
CD as a MP3 audio file in addition to your
booklet of charts and reports.
An accurate birth time is needed to create
the chart structure which pin points more
exactly which areas of your life and
development, are likely to be impacted by
the planetary energies. If an accurate birth
time is not known, this can be determined
through tracking the positions of the slower
moving outer planets, against the timing of
significant events from your life. This
process is called Rectification, and is
performed by you first completing a
questionnaire which Sara uses to create a
chart for your date and location of birth,
which works across your life. The Natal
reading outlines the life blueprint or
potential from the position of the stars at
birth.
It gives deep insight into your
possible strengths and challenges as well
as the kind of relationships you are likely to
experience throughout your life. It can also
be extremely useful in selecting an
appropriate career or vocation.
As the stars continue to orbit the sun in the
sky they transit or trigger different points in
your natal chart bringing different energy to
be experienced in a variety of ways. The
Transits and Progressions reading
examines a period of over a year from the
current time to assist in self-development
and growth.
It takes into account
transits, progressions and directions, such
as Solar Arc and Solar Return. This can be
offered as an annual update usually
focused around the birthday.

An Evolutionary reading places special
emphasis on past life and life purpose
aspects of the Natal chart, through
examining the Lunar Nodes and their
connections in depth.
As well as the
traditional luminaries and planets in the
sky, there are intuitive asteroids and
Fixed Stars which add an additional
dimension to the interpretation of these
points.
The emotions and learned
behaviours you have brought forward with
you from past lives will be revealed!,
along with ways to convert these into your
meaningful life purpose, during this
lifetime
Astro-Mythology readings examine the
placement of specific asteroids in
association to your natal chart and
observe any interesting
transits or
progressions that may eventuate in the
near future.
Sara is undertaking
extensive research in this area and found
interesting correspondences in the charts
of individuals working with their intuitive
abilities such as oracular practices,
astrology, healing, psychology and
working in tune with Mother Earth or
animals.
Sara can also offer guidance on the best
timing for events, such as marriage or
opening a business using a technique
called Electional astrology.
Astrology is a priceless gift, which
enables you to become conscious of your
full potential and plan forward using the
cycles of the celestial bodies to fully
optimize your future.

